Real Friends
Real Achievement

www.make.me

This is the Moment.
We’re challenging the way
people think about personal
achievement by showing the
world that no one really
achieves alone.
MakeMe is a magical new way
to connect deeply with friends
and actually achieve the
things you have always
wanted to.
It all begins with a simple
question…

What do you want to do?

LEARN TO COOK

BE A BETTER PARENT

LEARN AN INSTRUMENT

BE MORE ORGANIZED
BE HEALTHY AND FIT

All you need now is friends and MakeMe

MIRA IS DOING YOGA

RALPH IS KNITTING

JAN IS TRYING
SOMETHING
NEW

What is MakeMe?
MakeMe is a game you play
with friends to achieve the
things you always wanted to,
but couldn’t.
The platform is part private
social network, part game and
part motivator. In short, we give
you the structure to achieve
your goals and improve your
life in a fun, social, and
interactive way.

STARTING A GAME IS SIMPLE

Pick an Action

Pick a Consequence

Pick your Team

Something you have always
wanted to do, but can’t seem
to make the time for.

Something you’ll do if anyone
on the team fails to do their
action.

Choose your most
motivational friends from
anywhere in the world.

MAKE A MOVE DAILY TO AVOID TEAM CONSEQUENCES

Made it, Proved it

Do your action and prove it
to your team with a photo
or location.

Mess with the Rules

First Bump

Show your friends you dig
their moves, hit them with
a fist bump.

Win or buy cards that can
help or mess with your
friends.

The magic behind
MakeMe.
Because MakeMe is all about
small group play with close
friends, intimate sharing
occurs. Social pressure sees to
it that you feel both the need to
achieve and the value of
achieving your actions.

Intimate
Sharing

Real world
Achievement
Close
Friends

Social
Pressure

Meanwhile, MakeMe does the
heavy lifting for asynchronous
gameplay, meaning you can
connect with your closest
friends no matter where they
are on the planet.

Here’s Why Our Users

MakeMe
Tara (age 60)

Tara wanted to knit a blanket for her grandson but just couldn't motivate
herself to get it done. She started playing MakeMe about 3 months ago
and has knitted (we kid you not) blankets for not only her grandson but
for 5 other little ones near and dear to her.

My Project.
Made it, Proved it.

Erica (age 40)
Erica was told by her doctor that she had to exercise more and started playing multiple
health related games. On a single day she meditates, goes for a walk, and takes her
vitamins - two months later she's at the same weight she was when the second of her
four children was born and her lowest weight in 7 years.

Exercise More.
Made it, Proved it.

Radhika (aged 39)

Radhika wanted a way to stay in touch with her close-knit group of college girlfriends even
though they're spread out across the US, Japan and New Zealand. She now has two
MakeMe games going and said that although she's sworn off social media in general,
MakeMe is the best way to get back in touch and be a part of her friends lives.

Learn Piano.
Made it, Proved it.

About us
We're a small team of developers and designers based on three continents
who believe that human achievement is a multiplayer game and we've
created MakeMe, a game that proves it. For the last 18 months, we've been
playing and improving MakeMe and we've been running more, learning to
code, meditating, reading to our kids, flossing, drinking more water, listening
to new musicians, actually doing our physical therapy, taking our vitamins,
and being more thankful (the list goes on!).
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